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Gell-Mann. and.Pais1/ were the first to consider the peculiar 

behaviour of e?=mesons o From the point of view of the. associated 

production of K.;,,,mesons a~d hyperons (well verified by experiments)2/ 11 

. the small prob~bili ty of two . ~per on -production in a nucleo~~~~..J -

lisionJ/ suggests' that the isotopic spin of Ir=mesons equals 1/2 o 
~ . 

·This is in agreement with the Gell-Mann4/. ol~ssification~ und;r 
. . 0 ~· 

charge conjugation the 0 particle. does not go over into itself, 
O ~o . . ' . 

·1oec e and 0 ~particle are not identicalo However if the weak 
. . . . 0 

interaction, responsible for the decay of the· fi -particle, is 
. . . ·o ~ . 

tak~n into account, the transitions 8 :;;::= 8°become possibleo 

This circumstance led Gell-Mann and ·Pais to conclude that the 
o . , · . d o 

6J -particle is a mixture of two particles e,, and 02. -posses= 

sing __ diff~r~nt c~_~rge_ .p?'rities and different decay sc,hemeso Pais 

and Picc;oni5l'as ·well~~ Booth et ~16/ proposed concrete variants 
0 

of an experiment designed to verify the idea that f) =particles 

are a. two particle mixtureo 
. . 

In the present note some remarks are made concerning the 

properties of charg·ed K-mesons o These remarks follow directly 

from the considerations of Pais and Piccionio To our knowled~ 

ge they were not yet published explicitly in the literatureo 

Considering them we propose a variant of the Pais - Piccioni 

experiment which might be si.mpler than other variants already 

discussedo 5/,G/,7/o 
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Let us consider the production of negative K~mesonso .Accord=. 

ing to Gell=Mann4/, _the threshold for production of these particles 
.~O -· , . .. ., __ ; ._- - - . 

(or -f9 ~particles) in collisions of Ji =mesons with nucleons or n~o= 
leons with nucleo~s exceeds considera~l.t the threshold for the pro= -

+ . . 0 . ",·,·,· 

cuction of · I{ 0 mesons (or fJ -mesons) o This is· due to the .rule of 
. . . ,_,: . ' . + . 0-

conservation of ••strangenesses''' according to which a K (or e ) . 
·~o 

can,- while a K- (or e ) cannot, be produced together with a hy= 

·perono Therefore, the f<.--meson_can be produced directly only to= 

gether with an ather K =meson of •opposite "strangeness"o The 

· threshold f~r th~ prod~ction of K:_(~r fJ
0 

). mesons, for instancej 

.in.nucl~ori....:.nucleon collisions, is.~bout 1580 MeV, while t~e thre.,;.. 

shold fo; t_h~: p:rod~ction of K- -me.son ··..,: 2500 MeV o However taking 

into ac~ount'the Gell-Mann - Pais -Piccioni effect, we can see 

easily· th~t· K-~mesons may be obtained with the help of nuole on 
-<.::-· .- -· .·_. __ • __ ·_ .: -· ,. , . . 

( or · )I ...:meson) beams wjth energies lower than the threshold f Qr the 

dir.ec·f produrition of K :_mesons, i o ~ ~ - i~wer than the threshold for 

-k ~particle pair productiono This results from ~he possibility 

of the creation of K=mesons at energies lower. than the threshold 

for K~meson pair production, accord:tng to transitions of the fol= 

lowing type~ 
-o ,0 

0--,------ 0 ------'-----,...... k - -
Gell-Mann-Pais 

effect 

Charge exchange 

nuclear scattering 

The· threshold for ·the indirect production of 
-. K =mesons in . . 

"thick, voluminous" ta:ngets is thus lower than the threshold for 



their direct productiono 

It is characteristic of the propoeed_f eXP.j:?riment,variant 

that the very obseryation of J-i' =meesons·;below';.the ,threshold for 

-, -meson pair production_ indicates~thefcorrec~ness: of the· idea 

of two particle mixtureo 

Ex~·erimental arrangements5/ ~6/ ' 7 I ·de$igned to· investigate 
. 0. . 

time c:hanges of the fJ =meso~ beam properties by observing de°'."" 
0 · o 

cays of short-living 01 or (:1 =particles require.· ~loud or bub-

ble chambers o As the /-;- -rne~ons possess<tlonger ~life-time, their 

obser_vation, corresponding to the proposed experi.ment variant, 

is ~ossible at large distances f~om a_specially1 constructed pro

ton-synchrotron target o From the tec}?nica.l" po_int_l< of view · the me-· 

thod is quite usual (magnetic devia~ioni'•focusing)+ and .was al~ 

ready often used, for·. example,., in .experiments, on nuclear. interac

tions of h'. =mesons at. rest" 

In one of the possible experimental arrangements we can mea

sure the ratio h ;'ktor the ratio,£ l<.-/Jr) of .. the number of ·creat-
- . '+ ' 

ed Ii and. k mesons as a functi.·on of the target size o One may use 

for example cylinders with diameters equal .tot their hiightso .It 
. ,- I~ 

is clear, that the ratio k . ,J..:. · , obtained for a· given energy of 

the primary proton. beam (lower than the thr~shold for the,jirect 
- . 

·. production o.f h .:=m~sons) ought to in_crease. with. in,sreasing target 

size,, Apart from informations about,some.charactertstics of the 
0 . O . 

decay of 01 and. 8c mesons_, on may~.in principle,,obtain from the 

exper1ment also some information about~the charge exchange processo· 
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One can expect, that the.upper limit of the ratio K ·K 

for energies lower than the threshold for the production of 

k ~-m~~on ~~~rs equ~lst 

··. 
0 

.,_ · ( fi/. K +)~ (0/ K+) ,x ¼ x Sopt /) 9 _,,. K-

where 811k is the ratio of the number ·of neutral to th~ numb~r 

of positive k =mesons directly produce_d; 1/4- is the maximum 
c.,, 0 . 

"number" 'of f} =particles, which may appear as a result of the 
. 0 . . , 

GelF-Mann=Pais;.,.Piccioni. effect from one e =particle; dopt 
.. 2 . ' . 

is the. target· thickness* in g/cm ; ;{_0-,-... K- is the mean free path 
•' ~ . .. ' 

for the charge exchange processo ~he order of magnitude of the 

:ration k,-/K+;ppears to be about 6001 e · 

·, 

When bombarding a "thick, voluminous" target with protons 

of energy higher than the threshold for the production of K = 

meson ·pairs, the Gell-Mann-Pais-Piccioni effect can increase 

C} onsi.derably the /{~ -meson fluxo As noticed· by· Mo Podgore~zlty 

.this maY. be of practical interest in experiments·requiring high 

v:-alue for the !(/Ji+ ratio~ 

One may notice also the relatively great probability of a 
. . ' . + . 
"change of sign" of /-( =mesons, by successive nuclear interaci.ions 

+ 0 . 0 - . 

k --- e · /- e--.-- K O Wp.en bombarding a "thick, voluminous" target 

withra beam of K'-mesons, the ration of the number of charged 

mesons, scattered with change of sign, to the number of char~ed 

m~sons scattered w·ithout "change of sign" wi:;tl be, as in the pre-

vious -0ase, 6f" the o~der of magnitude of O~Olo 
-==-=.:.,~------...... ---·--a.:11,o,,;s:a,-------~-

,-r.• It is clear, that the targ~t thiokness60pi~hould be less 
{:::::·:,.3 .·th - ; than the aborption path 11 K~of the produced ~(-mesonso 
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